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FOREWORD

The work on propellant emplaced anchors (PEA) reported here was funded by
the Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory (NCEL) under Amphibious and Advanced
BasE Tectnology, PE 62760N, Subproject YF 60.536. The purpose ot the work
covered b! this report is to analyze and evaluate three candidate propulsion
systems for PEA's to replace the high pressure gun propulsor now used. These
alternate ýropulsion systems all have the capability to propel the PEA's and
to eliminate the recoil problems that trouble existing PEA's. All of the
propulsion sjstems are recoilless. Ali three. propulsion systems were analjzed
in depth, andi the analyses were implemented into computer programs that can
simulate thei ,performance. The results from these computer programs, in
turn, were used% to make estimates of the size ,nd weights of tne. competing
systems.. The fifial selection of the water jet propulsion system was, based on
size, weight, and anticipated short development time.

Approved by:

J. F. PROCTOR, Head
Energetic Materials Division

.. . . . • .. . .. I.. . . . . . . . .
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A. INTRODUCTION

I. THE PROBLEM: Newton's Third Law has ,een formulated in many ways,

but they all have the same meaning--all forces are produced in equal and

opposite pairs. The action and reaction are exactly equal in magnitude and

exactly opposite in direction. Anyone who has fired a gun or rifle much

larger than .22 caliber understands Newton's Thir'd Law. The higgh pressure

gases from the burning propellant act both on the base of the bullet and the

base of the gun breech, producing equal forces on both. Since the bullet is

free to move, the force drives it down the barrel and out the muzzle. The

person firing the gun iF not usually free to move very far because he is

coupled to the earth (Figure 1). The recoil force is transmitted through the

shooter's body to the earth. If the bullet is a .30 caliber with a weight of

150 grains and a muzzle velocity of 3,000 ft/s, the recoil force will change

the earth's velocity by 4.7 x 1O24 ft/s. This will -move the earth one inch

in five trillion centuries. (The reader should not worry about the accum-

ulated effects of shooting onthe earth's trajectory, because air friction and

the final impact produce equal and opposite forces which exactly counteract

the velocity increment of the earth.) If the shooter is suspended free of the

earth, his much smaller mass will be accel .,ted to a speed of four inches per

second.

The previous paragraph discussed the "cts of a man firing a .30 cal-

iber rifle while standing on the earth and while suspended in the air. The

effects are small hut different. Larger caliber guns require much larger and

stronger supports than a rifleman to keep the gun coupled to the earth. "Our

probl'em is greater yet. Propellant Emplaced Anchors (PEAs) comprise a system

of large anchors for semipermanent mooring of shios. The anchors are shot

into the sea floor to increase their effective lifetimes. and their load capa-

cities, There are four load ranges from 10,000 pounds to 300,000 pounds.

'Depending on their' holding capacities and thetype of seta flooI they are

intended for, the anchors' weights tange from 160 pounds to 6,800 pounds, and

their required velocities range from, 360 to. 520 ft/s. These are massive

"bullets." Projecting the largest of these anchors frto a reasonable gun tube

requires projective forces (and therefore recoil -fories) of cver 1.$ mil lion

pounds. There is no prattical way to tie the PEA, gun hba"el directly to the

.. . . -.
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earth during normal use. Therefore, the handling of the large recoil forces

generated by PEAs is a significant problem. It is the topic of this report.

It will be necessary to develop a quantitative understanding of the

problem before looking at potential solutions. Figure 2 shows the general

layout of an unsupported launch tube, propellant charge, and anchor. It also

shows the principal forces acting 6n anchor and launch tube. The net force

acting on the dnchor and the launcher is:

A-I-i F. = (P-P)A- 2Ai Cdi i

where subscript i = designates anchor when i 1 andlaunch
tube when i = 2

F. = net force (pounds)

P, = gas pressure in launch tube (psf)
Pa = ambient pressure .(psfa)

A -" cross-sectional area of launch tube and piston (sq ft)
Ff = friction force between anchor piston and launch

tube wall (pounds)
p density of seawater (slugs/cu ft)

A. maximum cross sectional area of anchor or
'I launch tube (sq ft)

C'di drag coefficient (dimensi'onless)

Ui = velocity (ft/s)

The instantaneous accelerations of the anchor and launch tube are:

'A-I-2 'U. a
Sa i. : /Mi

where a. -ai acceleration (ftls2 )

M =mass'(including virtua mv ss) (slugs)

• , .°
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The' instantaneous velocities are:

A-I-3 U. = a.H-

where t = time (sec)

The distances travelled by the anchor and launch tube are given by:

A-I- 4 x i U di

where xi the distance traveled by the anchor or the
launch tube (ft)

All one must do to compute the trajectories of the anchor and launch tu'oe is

to integrate equations A-I-3 and 4 for i : 1 and 2 sirm:ltaneously unti

A-I-5 xI + x2 = L

where L = the effective length of the launch tube (ft).

One must know the various coefficients and boundary conditions before the

equations can be integrated. In addition, the pressure must La known as a

function of time and/or the sum xI+X2 . In the detailed calculations the

pressure will be given as a differential equation involving pressure, time,

and xl+x 2.

For approximate calculations, one may neglect the F and the fluid dy-
f.

namic drag. Further, the pressure may be assumed constant becatise that gives

the best performance and because it is nearly achievatle. With these simpli-

fications, ,the final velocity of the anchor is

U1 final M1  M 4-M

The first term in the radical co the right-h-and side of Equation A-1-6 is the

square of the final, anchor velocity that would result if the launcher were

firmly attached to a very large, effectively infinite. mass. The second term

oat the right-hand side is a correction term for the case whtere, the 'lanicher is

attached tna- finite mass,. The product ol: these two ttro is the fin*1 anchor

vetloity when the mass of the lautCh tube is Slgftlficaft a&Wd free to meve.
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The correction term is always less than one. It increases as M9 increases

relative to M . Equation A-I-6 shows that U.I final can be increased by

!ncreasihg P, A, L, and/or M2 and/or by decreasirg M1 .

II. CURRENT PEA DESIGNS: To increase the effective mass of the launcher

without increasing its physical mass, the original designers added reaction

vessels to increase the virtual mass of the launcher. Virtual mass is the

mass of the water that qcts accelerated ?,ong with an object. The virtual

mass is added to the physical mass of the object beinq apceierated, but only

while it is being accelerated. The quantity of the virtual mass is

proportional to the maximum cross-sectional area of the object, taken

perpendicular to the direction of acceleration. The proportionality constant

is determined by the shape of the object. Figure 3 shows the present PEA

designand how the virtual mass is increasee by adding the reaction vessels.

This is a good shape for increasing the virtual mass as well as .increasing the

drag. While this design achieves the required anchor velocity, it is large,

heavy, and awkward. Furthermore, the reaction vessels on che larger ancho-

launchers occasionally break. The rest of this paper is a description,

analysis, and evaluation 4f several new concepts for launchers that do not

need reaction vessels.

I!I. PROPOSED NEW APPROACHES TO LAUNCHER MASS REDUCTION: While t'he

solutions developed in this paper also apply to the smaller PEAs, the main

emphasis is placed on the 300 KIP PEA because of its size, weight, and han-

dling problems. The purpose of these new approaches is to accelerate the

anchor to the required velocity without making the launcher large, heavy,

* awkward, or prone to failu're. All of the new approaches have one feature in

common. Instead of reducing the effect of the recoil force by Adding mass to

the launcher, they all neutralize the recoil force with. annther source of.

thrust.

The thiree basic optiens are shown in Figure 4. The first option is the

archetype for the rest. It is a scaled-up recoilless rifle with the anchor as

a projectile. Conceptually. it is a PEA with an ec.larged gas generator and a

rocket nozzle venting to the, rear. The thru.t from the'rocket nozzle can be

tailored to exactTly neutralize the recoil force, This makes M. effectively

infinite'. Since there is no recail displatemenot to reduce the efficiency of

4
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the launcher, the pressure may be reduced. This, in turn, ailows the launch

tube to be thinner and lighter. On the negative side is the need for a. much

larger and more expensive gas generator.

The secoad option is derived from the first by the observat;cn that the

rocket thrust required t-) overcome the recoil force is exactly equal to that

required to propel the anchor. Therefore, why not eliminate the launch tube

and propel the ancoor directly by the rocket's thrust? The launch tu'be is

eliminated completely. There are other le'ss obvious advantages to this op-

tion. The thrust duration is not limited by tne length of a launch tube,

because there is no launch tube. The thrust duration is only limited by t.he

standoff, distance between the seA floor, and the launch position. The rocket

thrust can be reduced becausý the required thrust is inversely proportional to

this standoff distance. The principal disadvantage is that the 'mass of the

- rocket motor must be added to M1 , 'he mass of the anchor. This requires an

even larger and more expensive vented gas gene. ator than that required for the

recoilless launcher.

The third option is similar to the first in overall -concept. Instead of

using an ordinary rocket which vents the propellant gas, this concept uses a

water jet. Gas from a gas generator forces water out the nozzle. The princi- .

pal advantage of the water jet is a smaller (by half), simpler, and unvented

gas generator. An unvented gas generator avoids all of the problems of the

large vented gas 'generators.

B. RECOILLESS OPTION-

While all of Lhe options considered in this report are'effectively

recoilless,'the term will be rese'rved for the combination of a launch tube

with a rocket which neutralizes the recoil force. The recoilless option is a

direct copy of the recoilless rifle first used extensively in the Koreafn War.

This-original recoilless rifle eliminates the need for hliavy gun mowntS by

eliminatirg the rec.i. This permits light artillery to he fired from light

tripod mounts. These lignt tripo-s are required only to support the weight of

the gun and to facilitate aiming; they do not have to absorb any recoi"

forces.

; .-
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I. RECOILLESS RIFLF TECHNOLOGY APPLIED TO PEAs

As shown in Figure 4, a recoilless anchor launcher has a single combus-

tion 'chamber which produces gas to drive the anchor via the piston and to

power the rocket. The piston area and the nozzle throat area are preset so

that the two force's acting on the launch tube are equal and opposite,' thus

keeping the launcher stationary. As before, the force accelerating the anchor
is:

F--1 F1  (P - P ) A - F f - 12 A 1 Cdl U2

The recoil force is:'

ii-I-2 F 2  = (P - P ) A - Fa

The thrust from the rocket must equal F2 if the launcher is to be kept

stationa'ry. The rocket thrust, F3 , is:

8 -1-3 F3 = P At Cf
3 t f.

where At = throat area of th.: nozzle (sq ft)

ýf=thrust coefficient (dimensionless)

Equating equations B-I-2 and 3, and solving for At gives:

A (P-Pa)-f
i•3 -I-4 At = ___ FfP

o f

P is small with respect to P, and Ff is fairly small.' Therefore, A can be
a f

estimated by:

* .3-1-! At A
t Cf

The net force on the launch-tube for the recoilless option is:

8 -1-b F 2T (P - P ) A - F - PAt C f1/2 p A C O 9U

6

. . . . .
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To do a detailed calculation of the performance expected from any given

*. set of parameters, one must substitute equations B-I-I and 6 into equations

A-I-2 and integrate as in equations A-I-3 and 4 to the boundary condition ex-,

"* pressed in equation A-I-5. To do this one needs an equation (algebraic or

"" differentia1' for P.

If one assumes that P is constant and F2T is nearlyzero, then the

equations can be solved analytically. 'The general equations for the anchor

velocity and displacement are:

-I-7 U = U tanh(t/T) and

S-1-8 x 1  UI r log e(cosh(t/T)).

where UI I terminal velocity of the anchor if the driving force

. were maintained indefinitely. When UI equ UIO

then F 1 in equation B-1- - 0.

(P-Pa) A - F
B-I-9 U -ai• I®112 Ai 1 dl"

.B-I-l : a characteristic time

M1 U1

(P -Ppa,)AFf

The time, t, can be eliminated from equations B-I-I and 8 to give U1 as a

function of x.

SB-I-l U1  U 1.- exp (-2x/U 1 r)

where exp ( e) e

, The final velocity can be calculated by substituting L-for x in equation
• ~B-I-Il."

* These equations are useful for evaluating proposed systems and for com-

v oarinq different. types of systems. but they don't describe the gas generator

necessary to provide the constant thrust. No real gas generator provides a

perfectly constant pressure: therefore, more detailed calculations are needed

S; .'.'"' .. ... " " ',- -. •:_'_. • : .. "*. . ." ..". >. - • ~.-.-..-'
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to give accurate results. These detailed calculations will give answers for a

real gas generator, but more important, they will be a powerful design tool

* for the development of the gas generator.

II. INTERIOR BALLISTICS: This technology area gives the means to calc-

ulate the changing interior pressure, P, and the means to design an effective

propellant system. The first equation needed ,is the equation of state, which

relates the pressure, volute, mass, temperature, and molecular weight of the

gas. The ideal gas equation is usually used for more moderate pressure, but

the high pressures used in the PEAs need an equation of state such as the

modified van der Waals equation of state.

B-I-i P (V -b -) = RT

b = covolume, a measure of the finite volume of the gas
molecules

"MW = molecular weight of the gas (slugs/slug-mole)

V = volume aq.ailable to the gas (cu ft)

R = universal gas constant (49,709 ft-lb/slug mole- R)
0

T = absolute temperatilre of the gas (R)

m = mass of gas (slugs)

MW and-b are parameters who se values depend on the composition of the gas; R

is a universal constant; P, V, m, and T are -variables. To calculate instant-!

aneous. values of P, it is necessary to know the two parameters, MW and b, the

* universal 'gas constant,'R, and the variables V, in, and T. Th' remainder of" this section covers the calculations of these varables.

* - The process starts with the burning of the propellant to..produce the

gas. The surface'of the propellant regresses everywhere 'perpendicular to the

burning surface. Figure 5 shows a propellant, grain with a single perforation

(monoperf), and Figure 6 shows a grain with seven perforations (seven perf).

* Figures 7 and 8 Show a rocket propellant grain of a design that might be

appropriate to a recoilless or direct rocket PEA. The drawings' show how the

grains regress as they hurn; the grain is shown unburned and partially

,"... ,

. _ " ..' .. .. . .. " _ - . '. .. . . . .,. .. . . . .' . .. . . .
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burned. The following equations give the surfaces of the three types of

- grains as functions of their original dimensions and the burned distance, z.

These functions ar-e needed to 'alculate the rate of gas production.

- B-I1-2 S = i (OD + ID) 1/2 (OD - ID) + H -4z.. m ,o 0 o0 0 0

where in = burning surface of one monoperf propellant
grain (sq. ft.)

OD . original outside diameter of grains (ft.)
0

= original inside diameter of perforation (ft)

H = original length of-grain (ft)
z = distance burned, perpendicular to grain's

surface (ft)

This moncperf grain is totally consumed whenever z = H /2 or z = (OD' - 10)/4,
0 0 0.

"whichever comes first. The equation for the seven perf grain is:

B-11-3 SS 1T 1/2 (0O0 -711D )+H (Oo0 +71D)+2z(6H -200 -141D0 )-3bz 2 }

where S = burning surface of one seven perf propellant

grain (sq ft)

OD - '31D
This equation for S, ,is valid while z • o8 o . When z reaches this

limit, 7/8 of the grain is burned. The remaining part of the grain burns in

- two modes. It' takes -about six equations to calculate the surface of these

afterburns. These equations are not shown here, hut they are in the computer

* program listed in Appendix A. The equation for -the rocket propellant grain
--. is:

B-11-4 S (H' + 2w - 4z) {16 h - 8 0. o+ it (10 +Ow + 2z)}r 0 0 0 0

0 '-2i(3w - z)(w + ;1 + 410 jqi(I0 - 4w) - 2w .co.s }
0 0

Sr = instantaneous surface of a rocket type grain (sq ft)

ho length of straight sides of the cfokes (feet)

* . w = web of propellant-grain (feet),

. .*=arcsine (2w/lDo) (radians)

9,- . . 9 , ... ..

_~~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~........ .. .. • , . .,,,.•.-. ................... ,.........,...-....
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-. The next item needed is the propellant's regression rate, z .

B-II-5 z = B pn

""-where. B =burning rate coefficient (ft/s psf-n

-i>n -burning rate exponent (dimensionless)

Both B and n are'determined by the composition of the propellant. The overall

-. burning rate mb is given by:

j•B-II-6 m b :N S P p Z

.. where N : number of propellant grains (dimensionless)

Si S= Sm, S, or Sr as appropriate (sq ft)

•~ .. pp density of the propell'ant (slugs/cu ft)

iIn both the recoilless and the rocket lJaunched PEAs, most of the propellant

2-gas-•goes out the nozzle. The equation for the exhaust mass flow rat~e is:

.. B-II14 me P e

iw'here At,= area of thelthroat of the nozzle (sq ft)

.Ce = discharge coefficient, of propell]ant gas (slugs/pound)

Typical values for 'the discharge coefficient are ..0002 slugs/pound-seconds.

• The net rate of accumulaition of propellant gas is:

on

B-11-8 m =N S pp B Pn .P A Ce

where MMP.O ('b ) v Mo
0 werere() =b V(O) + RTU

?.The next item to be calculated is the .volume, V. available to the gas. This

b,•".volume come's from three sources: the initial or free voluime, Vf the r'ate of

-•increase of volume due to motion of the piston which is eqijal to (Ul I÷ U 2)' A;

;.iand the burning of the propellant grains. The gas volume., V. i ivyen as a

'"derivative with respect to time* 'The boundary condition at: time :0 -is Vf
.- ' , • • .f

• °, .
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B-II-9 V = (U, + U2 )A + N S B.Pn

and V(O) = V = initial volume available to gas (cu ft)f

The next state function to be calculated is the temperature, T. The

changes in temperature will be rather small in all of the configurations being

considered here, because the propellants burn to produce gas at constant temp-

erature. This constant flame temperature and the high burning rates tend u

maintain the temperature nearly constant. The combination of a high through-

put and a short action time means that heat transfer is minimal. The only

significant heat loss comes from the expansion work done by the gas. The time

derivative of the temperature is:

B-II-IO T : (Tf - T) mb/m - P Vu/(c J m)

c = specific heat (Btu/slug-°R)

J = mechanical equivalent of heat (778.3 ft-.lb/Btu)

j = y R
p •-I- MW

y = ratio of specific heats (dimensionless)

T(O) = Tf

Vu (U1+ U2)A

Substitute Equations B-I,-I and 6 into Equation A-1-2 gives:

B-I1-l11j( A.- F f .1/2 pA CdI U 2 /M~

3-II-i 2 = {(P " Pa) A - Ff2
S2 A /2 A 2 CdzU2  P At Cf}./2

Taking the derivitive of equation A-I-4 gives:

B-11-13 x U1

• "-11-14 2 U

, .. . -. .. .. . . . . . . . .V
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All of the equations for the recoilless launcher are finally assembled.

The first step in calculating the performance of a specific recoilless design

is-to determine all of the parameters and boundary conditions. The next step

is to select an appropriate burning surface equation; equation B-II-2, 3, ,or

4, or some other equation if a different grain is used. The burning surface

and equation of state, equation B-II-l, are, auxiliary equations. Equations

B-I1-8 through B-II-14 ara all first order differential equations that must be

integrated simultaneously until the final boundary condition is met,

(xI +.x 2 = L). Because of the mixed nature of these equations, it will be

Snecessary to use numerical techniques to integrate them. If the reader'is

planning to write a computer program to carry out these integrations, he

should be aware of several conventions used in the derivation of the equa-

tions: The sign of U1 is positive when it is going forward, the desired

direction. Similarly, the sign of U2 is considered positive when it is going

"rearward, its natural direction of motion. U2 might become negative if the

rocket thrust is higher than the recoil force. It is extremely unlikely

that U1  will ever become negative, but the possibility that U2 can become

negative may cause a problem in equation B-II-12. All of the terms in this

equation have intrinsic directions indicated by their signs. The fluid drag
2

term ( 1/2PCdiAiUi)is always opposite in sign to the velocity U2. The

equations as given are correct so long as the' velocity, U2 , is positive. This

can be handled in a computer program by multipying this term by a function
SIGNU?4(U 2 ). This function has a value of +1 or -1 as as U2 is positive or

negative.

Appendix. A is a copy of a computer program like the one just described,

and a rufn showing a typical set of results. This program was encoded several

months before the detailed analysis'shown in this report. This explains the

difference between them. For example, the program uses the ideal gas equatioM

of state 'nstead of the modified vanIder Waals equatio n of state. Also the

program does not have a tetm for fluid dynamic drag on the launcher,, because

the launcher velocity is intended to be so low tthat the drag is insignificant.

The calculations show ttat the anchor, can be accelerated to 300 ft/s by a

recoilless device operating at 20,000 psi. The propellant rharge'assum~d In

this calculation consisted of 115 seven perf grains (Figure 6). This is,not"

• m '•'12'

"" ~.....................r"
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the usual way to fuel a solid propellant rocket. Most solid propellant rocket

motors have one or' two grains that are nearly as large as theý motor. The

grains are also of such a shape that they stay in place with a very high,

reliability. This is not the case with relatively small grains. They can be

blown through the large nozzles required by the PEAs. It is not cTear that

the techniques for grain retention that work in the much smaller recoilless

rifles will work in the PEA combustion chambers. If this potential problem

becomes serious, then it will be necessary to use rocket-like propellant

arains as described in Figure 7, if they can be made to sustain the high acce-

leration load. It seems clear that the development of the propellant, assembly

would be an expensive and chancy undertaking.

C. DIRECT ROCKET

The recoilless PEA launcher system described in the previous section

appears to be a theoretically workable solution to the problems i-nvolved in

launching large PEAs, if the propellant problems can be solved. Also, it is

rather sophisticated. This level of sophistication is accepted in light

artillery because it can give high velocity and accuracy without recoil in a

-hand held weapon. PEAs are not hand held and they do not require, high accur-

acy. High velocity and adequate accuracy can'be acnieved with unguided direct

rocket propulsion, but the direct rocket shares the recoilless PEA's propel-

lant problems. With the direct rocket, the gun tube and piston are elimin-

ated.

I. DESCRIPTION OF DIRECT ROCKET PROPELLED PEA:

A direct rocket powered PEA is shown in Figure 4. The rocket motor is

attached directly to the anchor. The thrust from the rocket motor, less the

fluid dynamic drag on the assembly, accelerates'the anchor and the rocket
motor. The analysis of the forces is simpler than for the original PEA system

and the recoilless system, because the whole apparatus moves as a unit.

The "up front" advantages of the direct rocket propelled PEAs are the

reduced weight ind complexity resulting from the-elimination of the launch

tube and piston. Th.ere is another, less obvious, advantage to the direct

rocket PEAs. *The duration' of the thrust is not tied to thp barrel length,

because there is no barrel. The rocket can fire for a somewhat tonger-time at

a lower thrust level. if desirable, the 'thrust can he contimued through

13
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penetration of the sea floor. The direct rocket PEAs also have several disad-

vantages relative to the original and the recoilless PEAs. In the original

and recoilless systems, only the anchor and the piston are accelerated for-

ward. In the direct rocket PEA, everthing is accelerated forward. This

substantially increases the drag and the propelled mass, thus requiring an

increased thrust. Another disadvantage of the direct rocket is that the

propellant grain(s) is exposed to the same high acceleration and gas flow as

the anchor (250 g's). This could cause the propellant to break up and the

motor to fail or rupture.

II. ANALYSIS OF DIRECT ROCKET PEA:

This analysis is less wordy because it closely parallels the analysis of

the recoilless PEA. It starts with the forces on the body. The subscript, 3,

will be used to distinguish variables relating to the direct rocket PEA. The

npt force on the body is:

C-1I-1 F3  P At Cf 1/2 p U2 A3 Cd3

All of the terms have been defined earlier. The terminal velocity, U3, is

the velocity at which F 3 : ' It can be calculated by setting F3 equal to

zero in Equation C-I1-I, and solving for the terminal velocity.

C-Il-?2 U3 = ACf
1/P A3 Cd3

The ritý 6f changp nf th•t ,iss nf the vehicle is.:

C-1I-3 M' 4) A C,3 t e

The initial mass of the vehicle, including propellant, is M.(0), The veioci ty

of the vehicle is given by the differential equation:

C-II-4 U3  F 3 /M3

14
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The position of the vehicle is given by the differential equation:

C-1I-5 x3  = U3

The initial values of U3 and X3 are zero. All that is necessary to integrate

the equation is a way to calculate the instantaneous value of P. This can be

done with most of the same equations used for the recoilless PEA. Equations

B-II-I to B-II-8 can be used as they are. The rate of change uf the gas vol-

ume is different because there is no piston.

C-I]'-6 V3  : N S B pn

Equation B-II-1O is not needed because the temperature remains constant.

As with the recoilless PEA calculations, the first step is'to get values

for the boundary conditions and parameters. A burning surface equation must

be selected from B-1I-2, 3, or 4; or some combinations of them;or some other

equation as needed. The equation of state, equation B-II-i, is needed, and

the differential equations B-11-8, C-II-4, 5, and 6 are ,eeded. Again, as

with the recoilless PEA, these equations must be solved by numerical techni-

ques. An example program is shown in Appendix B along with a. sample calcu-

lation.

The differential equations can be solved in closed form if the pressure

is constant. ,The velocity as a function of time is:

S[ C PA tCel

C-I-7 U3  U tanh " log i1 P- t--

where C Cf/Ce velocity of' rocket exhaust (ft/s)

0. WATER JET PEAs

While explaining the details of the assignment to the author, the spon-

sors mentioned ar, unusual propulsion scheme proposed at'Port Hueneme, That

proposal was for a gas driven water jet to neutralize the recoil force. Our

understanding was that the gas was to be supplied from compressed gas (;tir)

cylinders. To get the needed results would require nearly. 50,0U stamdard
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cubic feet of gas compressed to 40,)00 psi. Half of this compressed gas would

have to be transferred to the water chamber in 40 milliseconds. This would

require a very impressive valve. While it seems very unlikely that the job

can be. done with compressed gas, the picture is quite different if the driving

gas is generated by burning a charge of gun propellant. Instead of nearly twc

tons of very high pressure air, not to mention the tankage, the job can be

done with only 200 pounds of gun propellant.

I. WATER JET PEA DESCRIPTION

Figure 4 gives a conceptual drawing of a water jet PEA. A water jet PEA,

* operating at 20,000 psi 1 (2,880,000 psf), will have a six foot long, launch

tube with an inside diameter of ten inches (.8333 ft). This would be connect-

ed to the end of water tube that is 5.5 feet long and a 2.12 foot inside dam-

eter.. Its shape will be cylindrical with hemispherical ends. The free end of

-the 5.5 foot diameter tube is terminated with a tonvergent nozzle with an exit

area of .25 square feet (ID .564 ft). The propellant charge and the igniter

are stored in the end of the water. tube near the launch 'tube; the drive piston

fits into ,the .833 foot diameter tube;.and the seawater goes intothe 2.12

foot inside diameter water tube. The water tube is dry during storage' and

handling. It fills with seawater While being lowered into the sea.

The propellant charge is ignited when the assembly is lowered to its

deployment depth. The burning propellant causes the pressure to rise quickly

to a constant level of about 20,000 psi internal. The high pressure causes

.the water to accelerate tnd stream out of the nozzle. After a few millistc-

onds, the exit velocity s~tabilizes at. about 1,700 feet per second. Near the

end ,of the water expulsion, there is another acceleration as the nozzle

empties. Figure 10 is a graph of the water velocity as a-function of time.

The higher velocity trace represents the velocity of the water leaving-the

nozzle. The lower velocity trace represents the velocity 'of the gas-water

interface.

It. ANALYSIS OF THE WATER JET PEA.

The equations needed to c¢.lculate the performance of ,the water jet PEA

are the same as those used for the recoille ss PEA, with one exception. That

SA later section'will cover water jet PEAs operating at 6ther pressures.

. 16
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exception is equation B-I-3, which gives the thrust from the rocket. The

thrust from the water jet is:
dU4-I-I F 5 P At U2 (1 - At/Awt) + p A (L dx)

55 twwtdw

where U5 ,= exit velocity of wiater (ft/s)

U4 = velocity of water at interface with drive gas (ft/s)

L =length of the water tube (feet)

The definition of the terms is given pictorially in Figure 9. The detailed

calculation is somewhat lengthy and complex, and it will not be derived

here. The derivation, along with a computer model and sample problem, is

given in Appendix C. If one assumes a constant gas pressure of 20',.QO psi,

the following events occur in' sequence. Figure 10 shoul d be referenced during

the explanation. Initially, the water is at rest, but it starts to accelerate

as the pressure is applied. The initial acceleration of the main body of

water is about 240,000 ft/s 2 but it drops to zero in about four millisec-

onds. The average acceleration over the four milliseconds is 42,500 f,/s 2.

The initial high acceleration is caused by the nigh pressure gradient across

the constant area length of the water column. 'As the velocity increases, the

pressure gradient across the constant area length decreases until the accel-

eration reaches zero. At that time, all of the pressure gradient: ts across

the nozzle where the speed increases by a factor of ten. A particle of water

in the constant area section is traveling at about 170 ft/s, so long as it

-remains in the constant -area section. When it reaches the nozzle it accel-

erates in one' millisecond to 1,700 ft/s, an acceleration of 1,530,000 ft/s

Without detail, the operating sequence is: Four. milliseceds acceler-

ating the main body of water to its steady state speed of 170 ft/s; 35 milli-

seconds at the steady speed of 170 ft/s; and one millisecond of very high
acceleration as the nozzle empties, During this whole prfcess, the water

leaving the nozzle is traveling ten times faster thaa the water in the .main

body. During the main steady portion, the exit velocity is 1,700 ft/s. The

exit velocity can easily be calculated for the stelady flow by.equating the

total heads at the inlet and the exit of the Mozzle aleni with the continuity

equation,
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D-II-2 P +1/2 p U2 a + 1/2 pU2
4 a5

where U = velocity of the gas-water interface (ftIs)
4

U5 = water velocity ac exit from nozzle (ft/s)

The continuity equation is:

D-11-3 p Awt U4 = p At U,5

where A = cross sectional area of straight portion of thewt water tube (sq ft)

Combining the equations gives:

2 (P-P
0-11-4 PU =- a

i 1 (At/Aw )2

Combining this result with the steady stace form of equation D-II-1 gives:

2 At (P-Pa)

5 = (At/Awt).

If the forces are balanced so that the launcher remains stationary, then
the motion of the anchor will be described by equations B-I-7 to 10. T.ie

following equation must be satisfied to have the forces balancei.

(P-P a') A - F f
At Awt (r1 FZWA-"-

Since F i's small comnpare~d to (P-P) A, a good approximation* for is

Awt A
0-11-7 At

t 2 Awt A

Assuming the same 2,880,000 psf (20,000 psi) that was.used for the
receilless and direct rocket examples, the water jet ex-t velocity is 1,7U4
ft/t. Wdith' a nozzle throat orea At, of .25 sq ft, the thrust would he 1. X 101

S'lB

""" - ' . - - F *, ,
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pounds. The mass flow out the nozzle will be 852 slugs/s (27,40U pounds/s)

for .04 seconds. 'The total mass of water is '4 slugs (weighing 1,100

pounds). To hoid this much water, the internal volume of the water tube oust

be 17 cu. ft., For example, the tube could have an inside diameter of 2.12

feet and a length of 5.5,feet. The launcher also requires the piston tube

which is six feet long and ten inches in inside diameter.

E. COMPARISON OF THE APPROACHES

After having read this enthusiastic description of these several ways of

reliably launching large PEAs, it is time to examine and compare them critic-

ally. They will be compared on the basis -of weight, size, and probability of

successful develcpment. Finally, a recommendation will be made as to which

option should be developed.

I. SIZE AND) WEIGHT COMPARISON:

The size and weight comparisons are taken together because they are based

on the same parameters. The launch tube comparison will be done first, be-

cause it. is common -to the recoilless and the water jet options., The key

relationship for the launch, tubes is the requirement that they deliver a force
6of 1.44 x 10 pounds over a stroke of six 'feet.. T;herefore, the inside, diam-

eter of the launch tube is

E-I-1 ID

Note that inside-diameter of the lau,,ch tube is given in feet and the. pressure

Is given in psf. Figure 11 is a graph. of the launch tube inside diameter as a.

function of pressure. In order to determine the wall thickness,oneneeds the'

yield, strength of the f terial of con structie,,. Because the pressures will 1n,

high, it will be necessary to use thick'wall equations for cylinde-s to ,ca1,'.-

late the wall thickness. This equation is:

where 'S yield strength of material (same units as pressure)

and -_00 = O 1
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Since OD ID + 2t

where t : wall thickness,

Equation E-I-2 can be rearranged to

E-I-3 t I-D

The weight of the steel tube launch is given by

6

E-I-4 Wb : Pb L ¼l (0b2 " 102b)
bblb4 b~ b

where L = length of the launch tube cylinder
b

Pb = density of structural material of launch tube.

"outside diameter of launch tube .(ft)

TD) inside diameter of launch tube (ft)

)ne rust be careful to imAt-h all of the units in these equations. If Equation
E-I-l and 2 are substit'jte,1 into Equation E-1-4 ,and simplified; one gets

* *' 2 F.
E-I-5 W. L -- S

Figure 12 is a plot of W as a function of'S at several values of P withL
b y

fixed At six feet (72 i'nches). Examining Figure 12 shows that the weight

decreases as the yield stress increases and as the pressure decreases. If one

reduces the weight of the launch tube by decreasing the pressure, one must

increase the inside diameter according to Equatlpn E-I-1. At this time it is,

, not clear what. if any, negativve effects are related to large launch tube,

'diameters.

* , "20
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The launch tube is the smaller of the two main components of the proposed

PEAs, and the calculation of its. size and weight is straightforward. The size

and weight of the water tube for the water jet PEA can also be calculated by

straightforward analysis. Unfortunately, the rocket motors of the recoilless

and the direct rockets are not so simply handled. They require huge thrusts

ranging from 1.5 to 3.0 million pounds and an extremely short burn time of

.040 seconds. The volumes of main stream service rockets are proportional to

their total impulse, It. The approximate volume of a main stream rocket can

be calculated by:

E-I-6 V = 6.2 x 10 5

where V = volume of a mainstream rocket (cu ft)

Since the total impulseirequired for the PEA rocket motor's range from 58,000

to 80,000 pound-seconds, the estimated volume ranges from 3.6. to 5.0 cubic

feet. However, it would be totally impossibleto make a rocket of this volume

deliver 1.5 to 3.0 million pounds of thrust. To provide the very large thrust

would require two or three hundred thousand square inches of burning surface.

The propellant would have to be divided into many small pieces, and they must

be supported in a dispersed array to allow room for 6,800 pounds per second of

gas to flow through the array to the nozzle. This would cause a large

inc'rease in the volume of the PEA rockets over that predicted from their total

impulse.' It is difficult to predict how large the volume increase, would have

to be, because the PEA rockets would be far out of the main stream of r *ket-

motors.

". The water jet oust produce a thrust, F5, of 1.44 x IO6 pounds of thrust

* for .040 seconds. Starting w'ith Bernoulli's Equation, Equation D-I1-2, and

the thrust Equation 0-11-5, one can derive an equation for the mass flow of

water coming out from the nozzle. This equation follows:

E -1 -7 .. .... mw F_ "wp " see Equation E-1-8

Since m x t m and F3 t =t3

*q 21
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SWe can multiply both sides by t, and calculate the weight of the water.

E-T-8 m I P F~~bt " a - F5 /At

Dividing both sides by P gives the volume of the water that will be ejected

during the launching.

5t

w 2 Pw (P.7 Pa " F5 /Awt)

The dimensions of the water tube can now be calculated. First, the

Sinside diameter, ID3 , must be selected. The water tubes will have cylinders

* with hemispherical caps. Given this shape and the internal volume, one can

calculate the length, L3

4 V
i

.E-I-10 L = w + ID3/3I D2 I3
3

Figure 13 is a plot of water tube length as a function of 103 and pressure.

Because the walls are moderately th'ick, it will be necessary-to use the thick

wall equations. The thick wall equation for cylinders was given earlier,

Equation E-I-2 and 3. The equation for spheres is very similar

E-I-11 P =S

Since 4 is the ratio of the .outside diameter to the inside diameter, the

. outside diameter of the spheres i~s

E-i-12 ODsph 1.03 S " 75V

,Y,

4 22
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"The weight of the water tube is

EI1 wt P wt [ 3 -13) (002 3 6 ~ sph'- ID3 )

Using Equations E-I-2, 12, and 13, one can calculate the weight of the water

tube. Besides the equations, r, e needs the weight density of the material,

- - the length and inside diameter, the pressure, and the yield stress of the

material.

S[ ]
-. 2(L3 - Ia)ID

E-I-14 wt p - P ID+

S y y

The most likely material for the water tube and launch tube is steel. It has

a weight density of 492 pounds per cubic foot. Composite materials, cuch as

* fibre glass-epoxy would permit lower weights.

Appendix D is a copy of a BASIC computer program that computes all ýof the.

dimensions and weights of the launch tube and water tube. The program com-

"putes all of these values for a matrix of pressure, inside diameter, and yield

stress of material of construction. The limits and increments of the matrix

are specified by the user. Besides the program, Appendix D includes several

output sheets, each of which lists the results for one inside diameter, a range

of pressure, and a range of yield stresses. figure 11 is a graph of the

launch tube inside diameter as a function of pressure; Figure 12 is graph of

of the launch tube weigth as a function of yield stress and pressure.• Figure

13 is a graph of the length af the water tube as a function of its inside.

1w" diameter and the working pressure. Figures 14 to 26 are. plots showing the

weight of the whole assembly '(launch tube and water tube). Each figure has a

family of curves, one for each value of the yield stress. One set of graphs,
". Figures 14 to 21 plot, the system weight versus the pressure. There is one

graph for each of the eight inside diameters Considered. Figures 22 to 26

I graph ':he system weight versus the'inside diameter. There are five graphs,

one for each pressure considered. With' the. aid of these graphs, one can

select a configuration which most closely meets the needs of the users. One

rvist keep in mind that although these analyses are very thorough, they are

"* "first cuts." One shortcoming is the fact that the sizes given do .;ot include
spa~ce. for the 'propel.1ant. -

23
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F. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Upon first examination, all three of the PEA launchers considered in this

paper look workable. However, an examination of the requirements for the

"rocket motors needed for the recoilless and the direct rocket PEAs, shows a

huge rocket engineering job. The recoilless PEA requires a total impulse of

57,600 pound-seconds. A typical service rocket with that total impulse would

have about 2W0 pounds of propellant and have thrusts c-anging from 6 ,000 to

36,000 pounds. The highest thrust of these rockets is nearly two orders of

magnitude too low for the PEA application. One of the few service rockets

which have a thrust near the 1.44 million pounds required is the TITAN I'II C,

which is ten feet in diameter and 85 feet long--somewhat larger than desired.

To bridge this gap, the propellant must be divided into many small pieces so

that there will be sufficient burning surface. Some very strong means must be

devised to hold the propellant in the combustion chamber while three tons per

second of dense gas are flowing from the combustion chamber to and through the.

nozzle. The drag on the propellant grains from this enormous flow would rip

the grains loose and out the nozzle before they were burned. The highly

"divided grains and the distributed ,"low area required would make such a rocket

motor much larger than other 57,600 pound-secona rocket motors. The develop-;:

ment and production costs for such rocket motors would be too high for this

program.

The problems associated with the two high thrust rocket motors derive

from the combination of, many small grains of propellant, such as gun propel-

lant, with a high flow through the bed of propellant grains and out anozzle'.

. The water jet PEA alto requires highly divided, gun like propellant, but the

* combustion chamber is not 'vented. The 'burning propellant is always enclosed

in a rapidly growi~ng volume defined by the-anchor' piston, the water and

launcher tubes,, and the gas-wateil interface.. Therefore, the propellant. grains

do not have to be restrained. All that is needed is a frangible waterproof-

* container that can keep the propellant dry during the deployment. The large

scale swaqing equipment needed'to make the water tube and launch tube are

avail-able, and production costs are moderate.

e The conclusion of this study is that the water jet PEA is clearly the

"best choice. Experimental development of this system should be started as

soon as possible.

24
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.- SAFE.AND-ARM DEVICE

BBREECH BLOCK

CARTRIDGE CASE.
BASE 1

CARTRIDGE
1 ASSEMBLY

CARTRIDGE I
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APPENDIX A

RECOILLESS COMPUTER PROGRAM,

INCLUDING ITS DESCRIPTION AND SAMPLE CALCULATIONS

The computer program included in this appendix simulates the performance

of a recoilless propellant emolaced anchor. The program numerically inte-

grates Equations B-II-5 through 14. Equation A-I-5 expresses the termination

conditions, and Equation B-11-3 is used to calculate the propellant burning

surface. The ideal gas equation was used to calculate the pressure instead of

the modifed van der Waals equation (B-Il-1), because the value for the covol-

ume, b, was not known.

The main program, named TETHER, sets values for the constants, and reads

in a file (TAPE8) of operating parameters. Any of these parameters, can be

changed at running time by using NAMELIST STUFF. After the input parameters

have been established, the main program calculates auxiliary parameters and

boundary conditions. All of the input and most of the calculated parameters

are printed so that the user will have the the input parameters and the

results in one output. The main program then prints the'column headings and

transfers control to the integration subroutine. With the aid of several

' other subroutines, it integrates the equations fro;. the starting conditions to

the termination condition and prints the results.. Control is then returned to

j the main program, and the operator is queried to continue or stop. If the

operator elects to continue, then he is requested to input any changed data

via the NAMELIST STUFF statement. The entire process is then repeated with

the'new set of input data.

The integration'subrndtine, named ROINT, can integrate any numbe of.

simultaneous first order, differential equations. It applies the Rung -Kutta

* method for numerical 'integration. From the main program, it gets sev ral

parameters such as the integration step value for the independent var able,

the print frequency, the initial.values, and the termination conditions. For

each integration step, this subroutine must transfer to the DERIV subroutine

to get. current values for-the derivatives. When the new values have been

calculated, the time 'is incremented by the time step, and the new var able

values are stored as old values. This process is continued.until te ination

* condition is met. Not every step is printed. The first and last Ste s are

" *" ' -°1

*' . .. o ., .
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printed, and every NPRINT steps, a step is printed. NPRINT was given a value,

of ten in this program. The individual. intec-ation steps are printed by a

short subroutine named PRINT.

It is the subroutine, DERIV, which evaluates the equations listed in the

first pararaph of this appendix. These are the derivatives which are inte-

grated in RUINT. The pressure is also evaluated in DERIV by use of the equa-

tion of state. The propellant burning equations require instantaneous values

of the total area of the burning surface of all. the propellant grains. This

calculation is done by the subroutine, SURF. The version of SURF listed in

this appendix calculates the burning surface of a number, 'N, of seven perf

propellant grains. The number and the dimensions of the grains are trans-

ferred to the function subprogram through COMMON statements. The instant-

aneous values of the burned distances are transferred via the argument list to

SURF. The derivation of the equations is given partly in Equations B-I•1-3.

This gives the surface of the-grains until the first burnout, when the seven

perfs have grown enough to become tangent. Subprogram SURF has the equations

required to calculate the grains to complete burnout. While these equations

aren't very complicated, their derivations are complicated. Therefore, the

derivations have not been'included.

A sample data set and a computer runare included along with the listing

of the program. These sh')w the way the data must be arranged and the way that

the results are organized.

.A-2......-. .

• . _.'
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PROGRAM TETHER(INPUT.OUTPUT.TAPEq)
REAL MU,N.ODID.LNA.MAVMLNLVJAY,STROKE
LOGICAL BEDONE I

DIMENSION Y(30).NTERM(5).TERM(S)
COMMON /STUFF/RHOP.BEE,.EN.TFGAM.MUN,ODID.L,PA.IIA.FRIC.HAV.

+ML .MLV. ACS.AP IS.CDD. AT.,EPS, PRNR, CD, CF VAC. STROKE
EXTERNAL DERIV
DATA GEEJAY,R/32ý.1;'14.778'., 49709./
NAMELIST /STUFF/`N.OD.ID.L,PINIT..VO.RHOP.BEE,EN.TFGAMdIU.DNA,

+ FR~IC, NA V *ML * LV, A Cs.API S.C DD.*AT.*E PS.S T RD E
REA*P(8.100),N.OD.ID.L.PINIT.VJO.RHOPJBEE.,EN.TF.GAM,MU.D.NA,F~RIC.
* MA V ,MNL * LV.* AC S AP IS.*CODDATE P S,ST R K E

100 FORNMAT(SF16.8)
5~.0 READ STUFF

PA=D*63.98+21.1 6.'o

GFUIIC=GA,1/2-. 1.5
GFUNC=GFUNra U-GFUNC/(GAN--1. ))
PRN=.21

200 PRNOLD=PRN
PF=SORT(2,/(GAM-l .)-W .-PRNt4*Gl ))
PRN=( GFUNC/'EPS/PF ) *GAM
IF(ABS((FRN-PRNOLD)/PRN).GT.1.E-6) 00 TO 200
CFVAC:EPS4C2./Gl*rRN**(1./GAN)-PRN*(GAt¶+1.)/(GAM-1-.))
AC=SQRT (GANtR*TF/MU)
CD: DAN 4 F UNC /A C
PRIT ,4T300.TF.GAM..NUJ.PRN.C.FVAC,AIC.CD*GEE.RHOPbt.01862.EN.

*OEE*12'*144.**EN.N.0D412..,ID*1 2..L*12'.,D.MA,N'AV,AC.S.
*STRO"E. VO .AT .APIS. COD .ML * ILV, EPS, FRIC
PRINT 350

300 FORMAT(//-PRO0PELLANT T14ERMODYNAMIC DATA/WXFLAME TEMP ~
* FS.2' BlEG R'.'SXSPEC:FIC HEAT RATIO :'F6.4/5X'NOLECULAR UET.G.HT :

*F6.2/5JX'EXIT TO CHAMBER PRESSURE RATIO :'F6.5/'SX
+/VACUU.M THRUST COEFFICIENT ='F6.4/S5X'SOUND SPEED ='V10.2' FT/S'
+/SX'DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT ='F8.6'. LDN/S-LBF'
*/SX'PROPELLANT DENSITY FS

LBN/CU IN'/SXBURNING RATE EXPONENT m-'F6.5/5X
+'BURNING RATE COEFFICIENT ='F10.8' INl/S.-PSIA'//'GEOIIETRIC
+,PROPELLANT DATA/jSX'NUMBER OF GRAINS _'F8.Od/5X'OD ='FS.4' IN'
*/r"LID :'F6.4' IN/jSX'LENGTH ='F8.5'. IN'//
+ 'ANCHOR A ND L AUN)CHERL DATA'/SX'DEPTH :-'F5J.0' FT'/SX
*-'ANCHOR MA;7S z`.2 "'f'uSeX'AN4CHOR VIR TUAL MA~SS =`F6.2ý SLUGS'
+/e5X'ANCHOR CROSS SECTIONAL AREA ='F8.4' SO FT'
+*/ 5XvLAUNCHER STROXE --(F8.4' FT'/5X1*NITIAL FREE VOLUftE *'FS.4' FT'
4/,5X'~RCCKET THROAT AREA ='F9.5/ SO FT'/5X'DRI'JE PISTON AREA ~
48.4' SO FT'/SXANCHOR DRAG COEFFICIENT :'8./SlX
,+'LAUNCHER MASS :'FS.2' SLUGS/5X`LAUNCHER VIRTUAL M1ASS-'
fF6.2" SLUGS'/5X'NOZZLE AREA RATIO :'F8.4/5X
*ýFRICTION FORCE ='F10.2' LBF'./1 /)

A-3
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350 FGRMAT(30X',' ----VELOCITY--.
+ ( '-- -DI S FL ACE ME NT --->* '6X ' TIMi r- E3 PBURN 335 S 0, A3'i
+'ANCHCR LAUNCHER ANJCHOR LAUNCH"ER ISAS VOL G,;S EP a~
+*SURE THRUST'5X"(SEr)"X'(IN) (SLUG) (FTI'S. FTS
*6X'(FT)P6X'(FT', (CU FT) tDEG , F, 3.TA (PUlS r .,
DO 400 1=1.tO

*401C Y(I)=O.
Y(3):PlNIIJIJOMU/'R/TF

Y ( 1 6" ::I T;ýN 1 TLCF-vYC -E; SAT *PA
* NTERlI(1):10

C ALL UIT1.O...Y1NEMTR .DE R "J)
READtBrDONE
IF(.N.BEDONE) GO TO 1rjG
STCP
END

S U B 0U T ITN Er T-~ NUM .H .;P RI iT. I N&IT YN E W. NT C .N 2fl1.MT311. EV:R
* DIMENSION 'E(3 .B .;3C N n3,4.

+ TEF.M30;
Ii1TEA3E COUNT
LOG:CAL INITI
EOU:' 'ALENC'c4Y0DD( ,).%~LDl
DATA B1.()..5.l3.4~1. i.ON.~00.( /.

$lSAVE -1.
N: CCU NT +MOC( N -C DUN Td* NRINT,)

* fTC~l
IF(.NOT.INI'I) GC TO. 100
CALL PRINT(NUM.YNEIJ)
COUNT :0
N:NPRINr
*j HH:HJ

100 DO 150 Jzl,NUN
150 YOLD(J)=YNEUCJ),

DO 250 J=1.4
CALL. DERI'J(MU1.YNlEU,DHH*8(J))
-DO 200. A.=, um

"'00 EU:UD1.1JJ.B
2510 CONTINUE

* *DO 300 I:1.flUM
300 YNEW(l)':YOLDdilZ(c,) I6 G(2I+G3,fI3

IFiM1TC.GT.NTC) GO TO 330
DO 3,755 J:=TC.NTC

* FCYNEU,(LT.C NTE m(J).L7ý.TER.M(J)ONTERN(J)) GO 0 j- 3195
Mr C:J'I
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;1 T3j 10

30 CONTINUE
'F(HH.GT.O.) CC TO" 43O
ZA I L F R A14T WIUM. Y N'E`

N= H ZA' I E

SUBROUTINE DER'4Ui"i.Y.D.I:ELT)
REAL 4AH4

"DIýEGoN UFOF .~ G 0

D 2)F E E y 15

I UP .t ,. .CT3, (tDA A0.
D( E 'A T 5 (T SQ T' TOA FR /Y (9 T(FA~iI PAY~ i(L?

TfP -r' TF 't Y3*', ý ; T (G; -I. *

.. PR..I. AO

RETURN

E...... A . . . . . . .14 *2* ,- . .-
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FUNJCTION SURF(X)
kEMAL R.L.ID.GD.LO
COMMON 1'S'TUFF/*RHOP.BEE.EN,TF,GAMMU.N,OD. ID,LO.PA.MA.FRICMAV,

+ ML.*ML V ,ACS ,'ArIS. CD D ,ATE PS P RN.*R ,CD C F VA C *ST RGIKE

RI1RI0VX
rx-R0R0--X

S = (RI 1 +"0) /-2.
SURF=:0
IF(L.LE.0..tlR.ROQ/RI.LE:.3.ý/(5.-2.*SORT(3.))I RETURN
SURF:2.+PI+t(L*(RO+?.*RI)+RO**2-7.*RI*-*2)*ýN
IF(R'L.LT.S/'2.) RETURN
B'ETA=ASIN( (5.*RG-3.:*RI)/14./'RO)
GMAMMA=BETA-PI/3.
EPSILON=ACOS((RO'RI)./4./'RI)
IOTAýASIN(RO 'RI*COS(BETA))
ALPHA=2,.*P11'3. -EPSALON-IOTA
SIGMAzPI/3.-2.*EPSILGN
SURF=6.*(2*L*(RO*GAMMi+RI*IALP1HA)+RO*tSIN(GAMIA'I4SQRT((26.*.RI*SIN(

+ALPHA/2ý.))**s2-(RO*SIN(,GAMMA))**2)-RI**2*(ALPHA-SlN(ALPHA))

IF(RI.'GT.S./SGRT(I.)) RETURN
SURF =SURF+( 1.5 *SORT (3. )4S**2 -9.*S*SORT QR1**2-(S/2. )4424)

*-9.*RI**2L*SIGMA+1 8.*RI14*SIGMA)GN
RETURN
END

?

TAPEO3

1 ~..31h666667 .016~6666? .664000.
1.3.123 .0000044 .81 370
1.228.12 300. 4200. .1000.

s0., 700. 3 0. 3.
.1 . . .

E01 ENCOUNTEftL'
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APPENDIX B

DIRECT ROCKET COMPUTER PROGRAM,

INCLUDING ITS DESCRIPTION AND A SAMPLE CALCULATION

While the mechanism of the direct rocket PEA is significantly different

from that of the recoilless PEA, their performances dan be simulated by very

similar computer programs. The. recoilless PEA has two parts which move

differently, although interdependently. The anchor, moves forward under the

force of the gas pressure acting on a piston, less the internal and external

frictions. The recoilless launcher is accelerated backward by the same force,

a pressure on a piston. This force is diminished by the same small internal

friction that affects the anchor and by the very large rocket thrust. The net

force acting on the launcher should be vey small as compared to the force

acting on the anchor. Since the net force acting on the launcher is a small

difference between two large forces, that small net force could be positi ve or

negative. A positi.ve force would cause' the launcher to accelerate'to the

.rear; a negative force would accelerate it forward. Regardless of the sign of

the force, its magnitude will be reduced -by the external friction. The effec-

tive masses of the anchor and the launcher are both increased by their virtual

masses. The mass of the launcher is steadily decreasing because of the pro-

pellant gases being ejected. The temperature of the gases inside the combus-

tion chamber and piston must be computed contiiiuously because the gas is doing

expansion work and new' propellant gas is continuously being mixed with the

..der gas.

The direct rocket moves as a single unit;. therefore, only one velocity

and displacement must be integrated. There is no internal drag. The force

accelerating the whole -system is equal to the rocket thrust less the external

hydrodynamic force.' The net mass is increased by the virtual mass and

decreased by mass of the propellant gas exhausted. The propellant temperature

remains constant inside the combustion chamber, because the gas does no expan-

sion work until it reaches the nozzle. {

Because the details of the calculations are So similar to thoSe of the

recoilless PEA, it was most efficient to-modify the recoilless program to

handle the direct rocket. The '"URF subprogram was changed to handle single .

perf propellant grains 'because -oe direct rocket does not need a progressive

burn.

i-i'
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PR 0GR A N DIRROC(INPUT OUTr'Ur.Tmr`'E8)
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MTC=JT-:

GO TO "

) -.. ^ .... v.

F0 C muUNT 3 Z S S,
CALL PRINT 'a•. .

GO TO 50
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APPENDIX C

WATER JET COMPUTER PROGRAM,

INCLUDING ITS DESCRIPTION AND A SAMPLE CALCULATION

The flow equations and their derivatives were not included in the main

text because their derivation is too lengthy and complex. This appendix also

includes the computer program which evaluates these equations and gives a

detailed view of the events that happen during the .040 seconds of a launch.
The input data and a typical run are included.

Only two of the Navier Stokes Equations are needed because the flow is

0 incompressible. The two equations needed are the equations of conservation of

.mass and momentum. The equation for the- conservation of mass is

C-i p A(z) U(z,t) p A(x) U(x,t.

Since~the flow is incompressible, the densities on both sides of Eqn. C-i are

equal and can be canceled. It is more convenient to express the flow areas,
A(z) and A(x), as the product of the main barrel flow area, Ao, and a function

G(x) or G(z). The term, G(z), gives the flow area at any pointalong the

length, z, as a fraction of A0 . With the water tube shape discussed in the

text, G(z) has a value of I through the straight portion of the tube and less

than ona in the convergent nozzle. G(x) represents the area at x, the posi-.
tion of th6 gas-water interface. Again, both sides have-equal terms, Ao, and

• they can be canceled. This simplifies Eqn. C-i to

C-2 G(z) U(z,t) G(x) U(x,t)

The one-dimensional momentum equation is

C-3 BP.(z,t) + .U(zt) + U( z,t) 0U(z t) o 0p az at 3z "

Rearranging Eqn. C-2 gives

C -4 .U(z,t) U(x,t)

C-i

• , , .. . *

• . . .*
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Taking a partial derivative with respect to z gives

C-b z = - U(xt) G(x) G2(Z)

C-bazG (Z)

where G'(z) - dG(z)dz

Taking a partial derivative of U(z) with respect to t giVes

-3U(z,t) dU(x,t)_ GLx)G(
C-a at dt G ()

The reader should be warned that U(xt) is not standard notation. It is used

to signify the water velocity at any time where z=x. That explains why there

is no derivative with repect to z and why the derivative with respect to time

is not a partial derivative. Substituting Equations C-4, 5, and 6 into Equa-

tion C-3 gives

I aP(z,t.) + d.U(xt) G x U2 '(xp 3z dt G-(z) +~ x t)

- U2(x,t) G2 (x) 0 o).
G (z)

Now multiply Eqn. C-7 by dz and integrate over z from x to L.

C -$ - P(x,t).- P(Lt) + G(x) dU(xt) (L dz L (X) x
C8P +Gx dt- 67T +U(,t GT) GZ

2 2 1 1 ..
+ uJ(x't) 'G(x)Y j - = 0(.

LG 2(L) G (x)J
o dU(x,t)

Now-solve Eqn. C-8 for dt
dt4

P(x.,t) - P(L,t) -1/2p U (x,t)f -

C-9 dt. ct _______________ G2(L) U (X't) Gxdt " 'W* dzdt pG() TT

.Eqn. C-9 can be integrated with, respect to time to give the velocity of

the gas-water interface as a function of time. This" velocity, in turn, can be

integrated with respect to time to give the position of the gas-water inter-

face as a function of time, In order to integrate Eqn. C-i, one needs to be

able to calculate the pressure P at x and L for all times in the domain of the

.-2\
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calculation. Similarly, one needs a function for G(z) so that G(x), G(L),

G'(x), and the integral of the reciprocal of G(z) from x to L. G(z) has a

constant value of one (1) for values of z from zero to Ls; therefore, G'(z)

equals zero over that range of z. The value of G(z) decreases monotonically

from one to the minimum value as z goes from Ls to L. Consequently, the value

of G.'(z) is negative in this range. Because G(z) is determined by two differ-

ent functions in the two regions, it is necessary to evaluate the integral of

the reciprocalof G(z) in two steps. (This breakup should only be used when x

is less than Ls.)

rt. drL( d__ + __d

C-1j = z L s dz L-dz where x',4 L

G(z) has a constant value of one (1) while z is in the interval from zero to

Ls. Therefore, the first integral on the right-hand side of Eqn. C-IO

simplifies to the integral of dz over the same range. That integral reduces

to'L - x.

dz L - x + where[x L
CJ G(z) = s L G(z) s

s

When x is greater than Ls, the integral is not broken up. It is evaluated by

integrating directly from x to L.

To calculate x, the distance traveled by the gas-water interface, it is

necessary to integrate the following equations.

dxC-12 ' 'dt- :U(x,t)

The boundary conditions for the velocity and the distance are

C-13 U(x,t) 0 when t a U

C-14 x 0  when't a 0

As with the other two PEA options, it is necessary to be able to calcu-

late the pressures, PI(xt) and P(tt). In an all-up anaiysis, the pressures

would be calculated from first principles as was done for the recoilless and

direct rocket, PEAs.. This was not done for the water" jet PEA computer pro-

gram. The pressu'res were set to constant values. Even though the actual

C-3
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pressure would not be precisely constant, it would not be very far off. This

simplification saved tim. and permitted many runs to be compared without the

secondary effects of pressure variation blurring the relationships.

There is another shortcoming in the analysis as it is presented here. No

account is taken of the mass of the propellant gas in the dynamic equations.

Some of the energy from the expanding gas must be used to accelerate the .J,s

as well as the water. The density of the gas is about one tenth that '; water

when the pressure is i0,O00 psi and two 'tenths when the pressure is '0,UOO

psi. -The added mass of the gas is insignificant at the start of the cycle

when most of the tube is filled with water. Although the quantity of ga's is

greater during the main mid-portion of the run, it is also insignificant there

because the acceleration is zero then. The only time .that it has a signifi-

cant effect is very near the end of the cycle, when there is very little water

and the mass of the gas exceeds that of the water. Only the last part of the

cycle is significantly affected by the mass of the gas. The acceleration of

the interface would be very high and approach infinity as the denominator of

the main term in Equation C-9 goes to zero. In reality, the mass of the gas

would prevent this from happening, but that mass does not show in Equation C-

9. The computer program in this appendix handles this in a nonrigorous, but

effective, way.

Equation C-9 gives the acceleration of the gas water interface. If one

multiplies the numerator and denominator of the main term by the term A0, then

ane can see that that first term is a force divided by a mass ýan accelera-

tion). In the enclosed program, the mass'of the gas is given as the product

of the mass density of the-water and the effective length of the gas columr,

(Again A'0 has been' factored out.) In the program, this mass of gas pet unit

area is added to the mass of water per unit area in the 'denominator of the

main term.

C' ,' . '
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PROGRAM PEA( INFUT.OUTPIJT!
COMIMONJLLJG.H.XPA
D'IMENSIONl Y(370),PTERMi5S).TERM(5)'
R E AL T.L.LS ,L14.IN I N"TS
LOGICAL F'EDONIE
EXTERNAL D!:RAV
NA?1EL 151 !'G' [N PX.,D7F'Tl.j~LN .GL .Ao,*TSTEP.NPRINT
RHO-i. ?)545
P.E DOi(E =.F

PRINT 50
50* FORM1AT('1 TYPE IN VALUES FOR PX.DEPTH,L.LN.GL.AO.,TS"TEP.NPRINT')

READ i.PX.DEPTH.L.Li3..G-L.AO.TSTEP,IJRIN4T

PL=i14 7+LEiPTiH'.43.t

2 00 y J)::G.
F1~;JT ~ . . .~CTH .N .AO.GL*^0,*TSTEP

* 300 FORMA'T(-' INPUT DH'ThA/5*VDRIVE PRESSURE ::'Fl0.2` PSIAV/sx-
* A'AMBIENT PRESSURE ý'F710.2-' PSIm"/5XDEPTH :'F,61.0' FEET'/SX

E-TUDE LENGTH zF.'FEET '/5X 'NOZZLE LENGTH'F8.4-' FEET'/5X
C'CHAtit"'"L CFO"S SECTION =F8.4.'SQ FEET'j'5XNOZZLE AREA ='F8.4
D' S.O FEET/V5'("1JTEGRATIUIJ STEP ='E10.3' SEC-
E''..'6X TME DlISTANiCEý6X'"J?(X)6X'V(Y) THRUST IMPULSE'

Fý SC FEET) (FT!S) (FT /S, (pGUiJDi) (LB-S)'/
11TERM( 1 :

'A' L PUTNT( 4,TST[P.NPRINT, T. Y.1 ,NTERM TER1, DERIV)
PRIN4T 400,

400 FORMA^T(!//
REAP AGAIN
IF(.NO*F.BEDOi4 E) GO TO 100

SIJDrOUTINE RUiI N'r NUM t,HNPRINlT..IN IT. YNEW, NTC, NTERMJ ERP. DER It,
D'IMENSIONJ YNE'U(30) .YOLD(30) ,D(30).D(4) .0(4,30) .NTERl1(30).-
+TERM(30)
1INTEGER COUNT
LOGICAL ItJIT

*EOUIVALENCE(YOLDVI),TW..D)
DATA
H ~fz-HH
HSAVE:0.

-ITC1l
F(.NT.TIT)GO TO 100

CALL. PRINT(t*UliYNEU)
COUNTzO -

N=NPRINT
0 HH~tI

100 DO 1' Js 1 NUM

C45
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150 YOLD(J):YNEW(J)
DO 250 J=1,4
CALL DFRIV(NUM ,YNEW.D)
DO 200 I~1,NUM
O(J,I)=D(i)*HH

200 YNEU( I)=YOLD(I )+0(J.I)*B(J)
250 CONTINUE

DO'300 I=1,NUM
300 YNEU (T)YL()C( I+.4i)/.(l2)O3i'.

IF(tITC.GT.NTC) GO TO 380
DO 375 J=MTC .NTC
LTC=IABS(NTERM(J))
IF(YNEU(LTC):-.-NTERM,(J).LT.TERM(J)*NTERM(J)) 50 TO 375
MTC=J+1
HH=(TERM(J)-YNEW(LTC) )/;D(LTC)
NSAVE=HSAVE+HH
GO TO '00

:37 CONTINUE
380 -CONITINUE

,IF(HH.GT.0.) GO TO 400
CALL PRINT (NUM.YNEU)
HH=HSA'JE
RETURN

400 COUNT =COUNT+1
IF (COUNT.NE.N)GO TO 50
CALL PRINT (NUM.. YNEU)
N=N+NPRINT
GO TO 50
END

SU~R0UTINE DERI'J(UM.YD)
COMiMOI ,NSLJI.PP.A
REAL L.LN,tS
DIMENSION l(30).V310)

CAL.L N0Z(Y3),43X.^PRlMEGINT,,RAT)
D(2).((PX-fL)*144./H+5(24*1X/1*2RVI.G*2)
A/GX/GINT-Y(26)4*2*6PRIME/3X

Y(20)=014)

RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE NO4Z(XA,GX.GPRIME,GINT,RAT)
COMMON L,LN.GL.RHO,PXPL,AO
REAL L,LN.LSS
LS=L-LN

IF(XA.GT.L*.999997999) X=L*.999999999
PI=3. 14159,
RAT=PX*6.1.4E-6
O PR If?1E :Q*
GXz1.

IF(X.LE.LS) RETUJRN
GXz(1 .4GL)!/2.+(1 .-GL)/2.*COS(P'I*(X-LS)/LN)
GPRIME=(GL-1.)*PI/2./LN*SIN(PI*(X.-LSla)/'LN)
TERM=2.*LN/' PI/SORT(GL)*ýATAN(SORT(GjL)*TAN(PI*ý(X-LS)/2',./LN))
GINT4RAT*'(LS+TERM)+i",lN/SORT(GL) -TERM
RET URN
END

SUBROUTINE PRINT(NUM,Y)
DIMENSION Y(30)
PRINT 100,Y(1) ,Y(3),Y(2).Y(21).Y(ý0),Y(4)

100 FORMAT(FIO.6.FIO.4.2!F10.3.2E10.3)
RETURN
END

1 TYPE IN VAL.UES FOR PX,OEf'lI4,L ,LN, OL .AO TSrTIýP ,NPRINJT

1 INlPUT DATA~
DRIVE PRESSURE :-.20000.00 PSIA
"WdtIENT PRESSURE 145.71 PSIA
DEPTH = 300. FEET
TUBE LENGTH =.7.000,0 FEET
NOZZLE LENGTH 1.0000 FEET
CHANNEL CROSS SECTrION = 2.6500 $ FEET
N{O"ZE AREA t .16650 SO FEET
INTEGRATION STEP .100t--04 SEC
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TIME DIST ANCE V(X) V(YW TIHRUST IMPULSE

(SEC) (FEET) (PT/S) (FT/S) (POUND) (LB-S).

0.':?TnO 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0. 0.

.001000 .0705 125.667 1256.668 .342E+07 .484E+04

.001000 .2203 163.966 1639.658 .117E+01 .725E+04

.003000 .3886 170.709 1707.092 .144E+07 .881E+'04

.004000 .5600 171.733 1717.334. .i39E+07 .102E+05

.005000 .7318 171.881 1718.811 .138E+07 .il6E+05

.006000 .9037 171.902 1719.016 .13GE+07 .130E+05

.007000 1.0756 171.04 171?.044 .138E+07 .143E405

.008000 1.2475 171.905 1719.047 .138E+07 .157E+05

.009000 1.4194 171.905 1719.048 .138E+07 .171E+05

.010000 1.5913 171.905 1719.048 .138E+07 .185E+05

011000 1.7632 171.905 1719.04B .138E+07 .199E•05

.012000 1.9351 171.905 1719.048 .138E+07 .212E+05

.013000 2.1070 171.905 1719.048 .138E+07 .226E+05

.014000 2.78 171.905 1719.048 .138E+07 .240E405

.015000 2.4508 171.905 1719.048, .138E+07 .214E:05

.016000 2.6227 171.905 1719.048 .138E+07 .267E+05

.017000 '2.7946 171.905 1719.048 .138E+07 .281E4+5

.018000 2.9665 171.905 1719.048 .138E+07 .295E+05

.019000 3.1384 171.905 1719.048 .138E 07 .309E+05

.020000 3.3104 171.905 1719.048 .138E+07 .323E-05

.021000 3.4823 171.905 1719.048 .138E+07 .336E+05

.022000 -3.6542 171'.905 1719.048 .133E+07 .350E+05

.023000 3.8261 171.905 1719.048 .138Z'-+ .364E+05

.0124000 3.9?"0 171.905 '1719.040 .138E+07 .378E+05.

.025000 4.1699 171.905 1719.044 .138E+07 .371E.05

.026000 4.341.8 171.905 1719.048 ,138E+07 .405E+05

.027000 4.5137 171.905 171.9048 .138E;07 .419E405

.028000 4.6856 171.9C5 1719.048 ,138E+07 .433E+05

.029000 4.8575 171.905 t719.048 .138E+07 ,4'7E+01

.030000 5.0294 17,1.905 1719.048 .138E+07 .460E+05

.031000 5.2013 171.905 1719.048 .138E+07 .474F*05

.032000 S.3732 171.105 1719.048 ,13HE•07 .403E70A

.033000 5.5451 171.105 1719.048 .138E+07 .302E05*

.034000 5.7170 .171.905 1719.048 .138E+07 .515E+05

.035000 5.8 8? 171.905 1719.048 .138E407 .529E+05

.036000 6.0610 173.337 1719.094 .142E+07 .A43E+05

.037000 6.2431 196.648 1720.661 .ISIE+07 .558E40$

.033000 6.4769 296.886 1729.629 .163E+07 .573E+05

.038308 6.9930 2255,200 2251.625 .428E+05 .S56E405
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APPENDIX D

SYSTEM SIZE AND WEIGHT COMPUTER PROGRAM,

INCLUDING ITS DESCRIPTION AND A SAMPLE CALCULATION

The BASIC computer program included in this appendix calculates a matrix

of weights and dimensions of water jet PEA launchers. The program was- coded

to assum.e that all of the water jet launchers had to deliver 5.76 x 104 foot-

pounds of impulse at a thrusc level of 1.44 x 106 pounds. It also assumes

that all of the launchers are made of steel with a weight density of 492

pounds per cubic foot. Within these constraints, the~weights and dimensions

of the water jet PEA launcher were calculated for a matrix of values of the
inside diameter of 'the water tube, the driving pressure, and the yield stress

of the structural material.

Four equations from the main text are needed to calculate-the dependent

variables. Equation E-I-1 'is needed to calculate the inside diameter of the

launch tube; Equation E-I-5 to calculate the weight of the launch tube; Equa'

tion E-I-1O to calculate the length of the water tube; and Equation E-I-13 to

calculate the weight of the water tube. The total system weight calcul'ated in

this program does not include the weights of the anchor, piston, propellant,

or water. It is'the sum of the weights of the launch tube tnd the water tube.
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00100 MARG:N 132
00110 R1 1 i1
00120 READ 13,T. RO
00130 READ P1,P2,F3
00140 READ 1,12.[D3
00150 READ $I. .S,
00160 PF?=40Ai9 N
00170 FOR D=DI TO 02 SVEP 0!
00180 A=P?*D-2,/4
00190 PRINT "INSIDE DIAMETER OF U.•TCR TUBCE ="D" FEET. "T
00200 PRINT "UATER TJBE CROSS SECTIONAL AREA ="" SOLAPT FEET-
00210 PRINT "TOTAL IMPULSE ="3I" POUND SECONDS."
A 02 A P .... .. AT4'T T RUST ="T"' FrvU4LrS.-SVV66V --'I * .1 ~ 1L

00230 PRINT
00240 PRINT TAB(21);"UATER TUBE"
00250 PRINT " P-F'A BARREL ID LEN;TF ;

00260 PRINT - ----------------------------TOTAL S'•3TE1 'JE4'"
"00270 PRINT "PHT -----------------------------------
"00280 PRINT " IFSi FrEET (FiErT)
"00290 PRINT " P- -.-.- Ou,;
00300 PRINT ") ------------------------------------- --
00310 PRINT
00320 PRINT "YIELD STRESSES fPSI).....-..
00330 FOR S:SI TO 82 STEP S3
00340 PRINT USING ",IW4UN",S!14;
00350 NEXT S
00360 PRINT
00370 PRINT
"00380 FOR P:P1 TO P2 STEP PI
00390 V:I3ISOp(2tRl(P-T;A))
00400 L=V/A+D/3
0(410 PRINT USING 5•,420,P'o.;PT~.I.P)L

00420 : 0#00l43#x P11#1.00% W#4IU.0#,
00430 FOR S:S TO ?2 STEP S3
00440 .U0zR01 2s*.1(S-2,P)
004Z5 U=RO¢'*,P#D (20(L. .5- O•'Jf -I S P ýWf

00460 PRINT USING 00470,U;
00470 : 0usuuu
00480 NEXT S'
00490 PRINT-

D-2
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00500 NEXT P
00510 PRINT
00520 PRINT TAB(21);"UATER TUBE"
00530 PRINT " P-PA BARREL ID LENGTH ";

.00540 PRINT "--...........---------------------- BARREL UE!";
00550 PRINT "GHT --------------------------------------
00560 PRINT " (PSI) (FEET) (FEET)";

00570 PRINT " -------------------------------------- POUNDS";
00580 PRINT ") ---------------------------------------- >"

00590 PRINT
00600 PRINT "YIELD STRESSES (PSI)--------
00610 FOR S=SI TO S2 STEP S3

00620 PRINT USING "## M#W",.S/144;
00630 NEXT S
00640 PRINT
00650 PRINT

00660 FOR F'=PI TO P2 STEP P3
00670 V=I3/SOR(2*RI*(P-T/A))
00680 L=V/A+D/3

* 00690 PRINT USING 00,00, P/144;SrlR(T:44/P/P9);L;
00700 :N##NW#W#N #####.#N ##MWWM.#
0)0710 FOR S:SI TO 52 STEP S3
00720 UO=R0*I2tT'(S-2*P)

-"00730 PRINT USING 00,740,W0;

00740 : ###4#
03750 NEXT S
o0C760 PRINT
0+0770 NEXT P
00780 PRINT
00790 PRINT
.0800 NCEXT. D
')0810 DATA 57600,1440C00.4'2
"0820 DATA 1440000,3600000.144000

00830 DATA 1.25,3,.S
(00840 DATA .41 r7,2.88 E7,1.44 E6
00850 E N'D

D

D- 3
0i

" . . ,. .*. - * * .*

* < *.".-*:.., *
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